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COMPANY//

Italianità
Established in 2015 by three people with many years of
experience in the wine industry, and a very peculiar vision:
creating project for unique wines
building each project as taylor made

Being Italians means for
us: creativity of making,
problem solving attitude,
and flexibility of
business.

The originality of our
wines is due to the
designing of each and
every detail they are
made of. This
meticulous work is at
the base of our work.

"Project-wines" is the
way we use to call our
products, made in
cooperation with our
partners, located in the
whole Italy. We consider
each partner an
"associate" that ensures
and guarantees the
quality of our wines.

Each project is conceived and realized in accordance with our
client’s request that may change from time to time, region to
region, appellation to appellation, and vintage after vintage.
Today we are present in more than 60 countries, thanks to the
partnership with some of the most prominent signatures of the
wine business… and thanks to our sales partners, that since
2016 have helped us to grow and spread our “project wines”
idea all over the world.

We have been collaborating with some of the most renowned expert of enology, marketing and design
which have enabled us to increase our suppliers portfolio and our business.

KNOW-HOW//
Our flexibility is always tied
to reliability and integrity.
We could summarize our know how with the definition of our
mission, that is “to design each wine like a unique project”. We
take meticulous care of each detail of the product: thanks to
the strong expertise of our team in sourcing the best.

We are proud to be able to claim the
strongest relationship with some of the
most reliable producers in all the regions
of Italy: ensuring constancy in the quality
of our wines, guaranteeing over the years
price stability and prompt deliveries.
The trust at the base of our partnerships
has transformed our supplier into true
"associates" who are now involved not
only in developing "project-wines" but
are also involved in the larger common
project for the whole wine business: a
creative service focused on the
customers:, which is the goal of our
vision.

We design wines which are already selling to
prominent buyers and which have won the
recognition of renowned critics and
sommeliers. Our customers are a constant
source of inspiration and satisfaction.

KEY POINTS//
Region and producer traceability
Prompt deliveries & flexibility
Wide diversification of suppliers

Trends identification & development
Professionalism & reliability
Scrupulous personalization
Market & target knowledge
Analysis of requirements & pricing

SHARING//

ETHIC//

Not just customers,

but people
and nature
we share the
world with.

We are committed to achieve the best quality for our products, which
must be environment friendly, and in accordance with civic and
ethical standards. We believe that sustainability is the key of our
hallmark and that is fundamental for our projects to pay the maximum
attention to the future generations. We ensure that our partners share
and adopt the same rule compliance and sensibility towards the
environment.

SALES//

Partners

Asia
Costco Wholesale
Emart7
Eleven
Aeon
Leclerc
NTUC
Cold Storage (Dairy Farm)
Metro
Shinsegae
Lotte Group
Lotte Mart
Takashimaya
Korean Air
Tways
Jin Air
Asian duty Free

Russia
Auchan
Crocus

Finland
Norway
Sweden

Japan

Alko

Shigematsu

Vinmonopolet

Usa

Systembolaget

CostCo
Total
Vivino

Italy

Germany

Holland

Estonia
Switzerland

Esselunga
SignorVino
Tocano
Supermercati

ELoscious
Hanos

Edeka
Rewe
Hamberger

Tallink

Denner

To crown our activity
there are our sales
partner that, month after
month, are enhanced by
some of the most
prominent player of the
wines business.
we are glad to
contribute to the spread
and knowledge of Italian
wines, through our
special making of
"project wines", hence
bringing Italian varietals
and appellations in the
most remote corners of
the world.

PROJECT//

wine

Villa Loren
La Calla

Pattini

Capo Zafferenao
Mario del Conte
La Calla
Morellato
Villa Modicale
Colsereno

La Calla

Our main brands
represent Italian wine in
its most authentic
peculiarity, not only in
taste, but also in design
and unicity.

Villa Loren
Villa Loren brand aims at giving value
to Valpolicella territory , where the
famous Amarone was born and to the
surrounding Prosecco area
Products:
- Amarone della Valpolicella Docg

- Valpolicella Ripasso Doc
- Pinot Grigio Doc delle Venezie
- Prosecco Spumante Doc Extra Dry
- Bianco Spumante Extra Dry

PATTINI
Pattini line stems from Tuscany, one
of the most peculiar regions in Italy
and offers the most iconic product
of this land, Chianti:
-

-

Chianti DOCG

Chianti Riserva DOCG

On demand, there is available with
a minimun quantity, the famous
Brunello and a Supertuscan wine,
under the same line

Capo Zafferano
Capo Zafferano wines are the
finest expression of Puglia’s
relationship with wine, that finds
its roots in the dawn of time
The products are in conic bottle of
500gr or 1200gr (heaviest bottle):
-

Primitivo di Manduria DOC
- Primitivo del Salento IGT
- Rosso Appassimento Puglia

La
Calla
Coltivata con passione
A journey through three «Appassimento» wines:
each of them from a different well know wine
region, but all of them made with selected dried
berry.

•

•

Rosso Veneto IGT: a Merlot and Corvina
blend from the Veneto area. Early harvested
grapes, previously selected, and then left to
dry in wooden boxes

•

Rosso Puglia IGT: Merlot, Primitivo and
Negroamaro blend from the heart of the
Salento area. Selected grapes are left on the
vines to dry and then are late harvested.
Nero d’Avola Sicilia Doc: 100% Nero d’Avola
grapes cultivated in Sicily, the «Land of the
sun». Selected grapes are left on the vines to
dry and then late harvested.

ARDEVI
Ardevi family has been producing
wines in Vineto area for centuries:
the Prosecco Doc is born in the
heart of Treviso hill, the land of
ancient castles and monuments,
aristocratic villas and people
strongly linked to this territory and
with a deep sense of tradition.
Soon available also:
- Amarone della Valpolicella Docg

TERRE DI MARIO
Coltivate con passione
Terre di Mario comes from grapes
cultivated exclusively in Italy. It is a
red table wine with a deep red
colour, that matches perfectly with
hard cheeses and meat dishes from
the Italian culinary tradition

Mario del Conte
To know Puglia means also to
know its fruits: Primitivo IGT
Mario del Conte has a strong
personality . Its nuances are
fruity and spicy, complex but
elegant to the palate

CONTACT//
info@progettiagricoli.com
Our office: Via Donatori di Sangue, 7
460443 – Castiglione delle Stiviere(MN)

www.progettiagricoli.com

